Campus recognizes Safety Awareness Week

By Casey Krautkramer

A group of UWSP school officials and students gathered together Wednesday night to walk around campus looking for safety issues that need to be solved.

The walk is part of the United Council of University Wisconsin systems Campus Safety Awareness Week, which runs until Saturday.

Pat Orr, director of safety and loss control, is chair of the UWSP United Council Awareness Week in the Campus. Safety Awareness Week is run by the United Council of University Wisconsin systems.

The campus Safety Awareness Week is run by the United Council of University Wisconsin systems. The committee consists of persons from the Centers, Protective Services, grounds, housing, Student Government Association (SGA) and Residence Hall Association (RHA).

"It's a good activity because it gives campus personnel as well as students an opportunity to walk the campus for areas that may be unsafe and to take corrective action," said Orr.

Before the walk began, Orr pointed out the kinds of things the committee should be looking for.

For instance, the committee needed to look for lights that were burnt out or nonfunctional.

Multicultural Affairs adds outreach specialist

A native of Santiago, Chile, has been hired as a student outreach specialist at UWSP's Multicultural Affairs (MCA).

Rosario Alemparte began her appointment on Friday, Sept. 1. She will oversee student development activities, administer several student support programs and services and co-direct UWSP's Computers for Kids pre-college camp held each summer.

According to MCA Director Ron Strege, she also will assist in the overall operation of the Multicultural Resource Center, as well as play an integral role in supporting the campus goal to strengthen academic achievement and increase student retention.

Alemparte studied philosophy at the University of Chile, but due to the political unrest on campus at that time, she decided to withdraw from the university. From 1973 through 1993, she held a variety of jobs in Santiago and gained experience in working with multicultural populations.

While working in the International School Nido de Aguilas in Santiago, she met her husband, David Gorski, a native of Milwaukee and a school counselor.

In 1993 they moved to Wisconsin Rapids and enrolled at UWSP, where she subsequently earned her bachelor's degree in international studies with an emphasis in Spanish culture.

During her years at UWSP, Rosario worked for the English as a Second Language program and was a member of the International Club, Student Alliance for Latin Studies and Advancement (SALSA) and the Spanish Club. After graduation she spent an academic year in Colorado where she worked in the Department of Equal Opportunity at the University of Colorado in Boulder.

see page 2

Indigo Girls and Jackson Brown scheduled to play at UWSP

By Andrea Wetzel

The Indigo Girls are coming to UWSP as a part of their "Honoring the Earth Concert Tour." Jackson Browne will join the Grammy winning duo in a double feature on Wednesday, Oct. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the Quandt Fieldhouse.

Native American singer-songwriter Annie Humphrey will open the performance.

The Honor the Earth Campaign is a national organization that raises funds and awareness for Native environmental concerns. The tour begins in the Northern Cheyenne Reservation, Mont. and ends in the Wisconsin Menomonee reservation.

An Honor the Earth Press release says, "The tour is a rally to "Stop the Yellowstone Buffalo Slaughter" and "No Nuclear Waste on Native Lands," increased citizen support for the struggle of Native people will contribute to righting historical injustices and away from repeating past tragedies on Native issues." The Indigo Girls have been involved with the Honor the Earth Campaign since 1985.

Many UWSP students are excited about the upcoming concert. "Jackson Browne is awesome," said 90FM Production Continuity Manager Roger Payton.

At 51, Browne is most famous for his hits like "Doctor My Eyes" and "Running on Empty." In the 80s Brown wrote political-ly based songs such as "Lawyers in Love" and "Lives in the Balance." Brown released the album in 1993 after a four-year break recording. Browne has also written songs for The Byrds, Bonnie Raitt and The Eagles.

90FM Station Manager Blair Bandow, who is also a fan of Browne, said, "Not only will this concert bring together the campus with the campus, but it will bridge the generation gap with the community." Emily Saiters and Amy Ray of the Indigo Girls have sold over seven million albums worldwide and have earned six Grammys.

see GIRLS page 2

Kohl aims at $500,000 for CNR program

The GEM project is the beginning stages of a 10-year process. It was originated in 1999 through input from faculty and staff, administrators including Chancellor Thomas George, the Board of Regents and the UW System President Katherine Lyall. These plans became reality as UWSP established GEM in the
UWSP student wins free tuition through raffle

By Mary Jane Connor

The UWSP Alumni Association Tuition Raffle could change your life... for a semester. On June 31 of the past summer, one lucky student, Danielle De Bruyne, won a free semester of college, a grand prize winning total of $3,100. De Bruyne, a senior one lucky student who won the project that will benefit the students.

Cash won can be used to either pay tuition or pay off debt. Other prizes included a full year university meal plan, a semester meal plan, two nights at the Comfort Suites, which was donated by the company and a gift certificates to the University.

Approximately 4,500 tickets were sold, bringing in $9,000. Tickets sold $5 for one or five for $25.

De Bruyne, won a free semester on a Catholic Christian project that will benefit the students. Jessica Brostowitz. "I like the message that they carry in their lyrics and I like their instruments."

Many students have noted that the upcoming concert is a change from the concerts that UWSP has offered in recent years. "I think it's great that the university is straying from the mainstream bands," said senior Katie Junaes. "I love folk music," she added.

The show is presented by Concert Productions, Concerts and Event Resources. Tickets for the concert are on sale for $25 at the Arts and Athletics Box Office and at the Campus Information Center. For more information call (800) 838-3388.

SEE NEWS HAPPENING?

Call the Pointer at 346-2249 or email at pointer@uwsp.edu

PROTECTIVE SERVICES
SAFETY/CRIME PREVENTION
TIP OF THE WEEK

When walking home alone use well-lit areas to walk in at night.

If possible, use the buddy system, and walk with a friend. Be alert and trust your instincts.

If you feel like you are being followed, cross the street and change directions. Avoid taking short cuts or walking in construction areas.

Remember: Our department operates the Student Transit Service and will be more than happy to give you a ride home within five miles of campus after dark. We also have Student Patrol available to give walking escorts on campus to anyone. Just call us at 346-3456.
Welcome Back
U.W.S.P. Students

TRIPLE DIPPER
$6.49
TRIPLE ORDER OF BREADSTICKS WITH 3 DIPPING SAUCES
• PIZZA SAUCE • NACHO CHEESE • GARLIC BUTTER • RANCH
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

Call Us
345-0901

TWO FER TUESDAY
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
BUY ANY PIZZA AT REGULAR MENU PRICE AND RECEIVE A SECOND PIZZA OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
$6.99
MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZA & 1 ORDER OF BREADSTICKS
OFFER GOOD AFTER 9 PM
DEEP DISH $1.00 MORE PER PIZZA
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

LARGE SUPER CHEESE
$6.99
LARGE HAND TOSSED OR THIN CRUST PIZZA SMOTHERED WITH EXTRA CHEESE FOR ONLY $6.99.
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS $1.00 EACH.
DEEP DISH $1.00 MORE PER PIZZA
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

CAMPUS LARGE
$7.99
LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING
DEEP DISH $1.00 MORE PER PIZZA
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

DOUBLE DEALS
2 SMALL 1-TOPPING PIZZAS $8.99
2 MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZAS $10.99
2 LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZAS $12.99
DEEP DISH $1.00 MORE PER PIZZA
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

ITALIAN FRIES
$6.49
TRY THE DOMINO’S VERSION OF ITALIAN CHEESE FRIES
DELIVERY TO CAMPUS AREA ONLY
345-0901
• Expires 12/31/00
• Not good with any other coupon or offer.
• Tax not included.

Domino’s Pizza is now hiring. Delivery drivers earn up to $10.00 per hour.
Services on campus benefit from unrestricted gifts

By Amy Zepnick

NEWS REPORTER

Under the leadership of Provost and Vice Chancellor Bill Meyer, a campus allocation committee awarded the university with $79,000 in unrestricted gifts from the 1999 Annual Fund. The deans of UWSP's four colleges received an allocation of $42,500. Other programs chosen for aid included a research symposium, band tours, visiting artists and guest speakers, and a defibrillator for Protective Services.

A Minnesota study confirmed that, when defibrillators are in the hands of first responders, survival rates increase from five percent to 58 percent. To assure the same success, officers in Protective Services were trained to use the equipment.

In January 1999, Greg Diemer was on a visit to Minnesota when his heart suddenly stopped. With a defibrillator in the hands of first responders, life was saved. The experience later prompted Diemer to supervise the purchase of this life saving device here at UWSP.

"I believe the defibrillator was a very wise investment," Joyce Blader, security officer and defibrillator trainer said. "The defibrillator is always in the squad because we never know when we are going to get a call. If someone goes down, the officers know the CPR part to sustain the victim. Now we can bring them back."

Other UWSP departments benefited from the Annual Fund. The College of Natural Resources developed a Student Research Symposium.

"There is perhaps no better way to enhance the academic reputation of UWSP than to prepare these student ambassadors for this statewide forum," said Victor Phillips, dean of the College of Natural Resources.

Dean Gerard McKenna of the College of Fine Arts and Communication consolidated the money from the UWSP Foundation, a gift from Sentry Insurance and savings from the budget to award $3,000 to each department in the college.

With a portion of money given to the Department of Art and Design, a guest artist will be speaking to students and faculty. The artist will also give class presentations and judge student artwork.

Disney interviews students at UWSP

By Casey Krautkramer

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Walt Disney World came to UW-Stevens Point on Monday looking to land students in their college program. Their agenda consisted of giving a one-hour presentation Monday in the Lair Room followed by 15-minute interviews on Tuesday in the Career Services Office.

Approximately 40 people attended the presentation and 20 people were interviewed.

The Walt Disney college program is not for all types of students. "It is a fantastic opportunity for some and not for others," said Larry Wolters, associate director of career services.

Walt Disney's college program is open to all students with a GPA of 2.0 or above. The program trains students for a variety of careers at the Walt Disney World Resort in Florida.

Disneycareers.com is the official source of information for the program.

Christine Thomas and Randy Champeau were selected as associate deans for the College of Natural Resources (CNR). Thomas assumes the role of associate dean for academic affairs while Champeau was appointed in the recently created position of associate dean for outreach and extension.

90 FM — Your only alternative

To all that are interested in getting deputized to register voters, Vicki Zdorik will be coming to the Student Government Association General Meeting in the Legacy Room on Thursday, Sept. 21, 2000 at 6:30 p.m.

If you are interested in becoming deputized and are unable to attend, contact Vicki at 346-1596 or go directly to the City Hall.

If you any questions contact Nicholas Bolz at 346-3723 or nbolz966@uwsp.edu.
WRC celebrates “Love Your Body Day”

Annual National Organization of Women created celebration recognized at UWSP

By Andrea Wetzel
Editor in Chief

The Women’s Resources (WRC) celebrated National Love Your Body Day yesterday by promoting awareness about how stereotypes may harm women.

Colleges across America celebrated Love Your Body Day by holding rallies, speaking events, writing letters to editors and other activities.

In Stevens Point, the WRC distributed information, held games and displayed examples of advertisements that are harmful to women in the University Center Concours. "We’re so conditioned by society that we have to be a certain size, a certain shape and a certain color," said WRC Coordinating Director, Alexa Priddy, "and that’s really not the definition of beauty.

The National Organization for Women (NOW) first celebrated Love Your Body Day three years ago to encourage activists to speak out against dangerous media images of women.

NOW gives many statistics on their current website (http://www.now.org) to support the need for a Love Your Body Day. These statistics include; "Over 80% of fourth grade girls are dieting," and "The average weight of a model is 23% lower than the average woman.

GIFTS: cont. from page 5

The School of Education in the College of Professional Studies is planning an institute that will lead to teacher certification in mathematics and science. Two classic experiments on this topic were performed in one of the university’s four main laboratories.

The program offers housing to all participants, which includes furnished apartments, community events and other amenities. There are expenses involved, however. Applicants would have to move to an area with a higher cost of living and do have to pay for housing.

Wages earned from participating in the program may not cover all costs either. "From what I have heard, the first year wage is minimum wage," said Walters.

Want to write news for the Pointer?

Call the Pointer office at 346-2249

Ask for Josh or Andrea

Last year the raffle sold $10,000 worth of raffle tickets. With the half of the earnings, they bought a mahogany lectern for the Alumni Room. The next raffle tickets will be sent out May 2001. The drawing will take place at the end of next June.

Cancer Champions Made Every Day

I may be a Tour de France Champion, but what’s most important is that I am a Cancer Champion. I fought a tough battle and won.

The Cycle of Hope can help you break through the cycle of fear. Request a free kit today with information about your risks and the symptoms of cancer and tips for fighting the disease.

HOPE

877-717-HOPE

www.cycleofhope.org

KOHLL: cont. from page 1

The joint conference committee is set to vote on the Senate’s version of the budget later this month. It is passed and is signed into law by the President, the $500,000 allocation will flow through the Environmental Protection Agency to the GEM program.

The joint conference committee is set to vote on the Senate’s version of the budget later this month. It is passed and is signed into law by the President, the $500,000 allocation will flow through the Environmental Protection Agency to the GEM program.

By Josh Goller

After a brief break, the College of Professional Studies’ Cafeteria/Lab has resumed operation. Located on the first floor of the CPS, the cafeteria will once again become a “learning laboratory.”

CPS Cafeteria/Lab Director.

Breakfast (8:30-10:30) and lunch (11:00-1:05) five days a week.

CPS Cafeteria/Lab: cont. from page 2

Students enrolled in the class are required to direct the entire cafeteria/lab menu for Monday through Thursday.

Walters said that there are expenses involved, however. Applicants would have to move to an area with a higher cost of living and do have to pay for housing.

Wages earned from participating in the program may not cover all costs either. "From what I have heard, the first year wage is minimum wage," said Walters.

RAFFLE: cont. from page 2

The unrestricted gifts offered by the UWSP Foundation provided advancement and opportunity. With this support, students, departments and professors can expand their learning and safety throughout the university.

Upgraded an instrument that probes the structure of solution samples using radio waves and a strong magnetic field.

“Time we have typically been able to perform one or two classic experiments on this instrument,” said Professor, Robert Bogard. "The new system allows us to perform over 150 experiments and easily add new ones.

The WRC is located in room 336 in Nelson Hall. The center offers books on many issues in its library. Members of the WRC take part in community activities such as the Festival of India and the AIDS Walk.

Priddy said that men are welcome at the WRC as well.

“Without the support of everyone, no movement is successful,” she said. "Women are half of the population and we need to take that into consideration.”

For more information, interested students can contact the WRC at 346-4851.

Students who have completed the college program, or those students in specific disciplines, may also apply for advanced internships in their area of study.

"It’s a great opportunity for students to take advantage of an internship in a big company," said student Mike Peck, who was interviewed. "It’s a great networking opportunity that people tend to overlook while they’re in college."

The college program offers housing to all participants, which includes furnished apartments, community events and other amenities.

There are expenses involved, however. Applicants would have to move to an area with a higher cost of living and do have to pay for housing.

Wages earned from participating in the program may not cover all costs either. "From what I have heard, the first year wage is minimum wage," said Walters.

Check out The Pointer online!

www.uwsp.edu/stuorg/pointer
From the Editor’s Desk
Stop sending me stupid forwards

By Andrea Wetzel
Editor in Chief

I’m sure many of you can relate to me when I say that 99.9% of forwards on this campus are completely a waste of time. I’m not sure what it is about college, maybe students have way too much free time. Maybe people just like to consume the space in the computer lab filling out their favorite color, song, dog etc. and sending it out to their 300 closest friends. Maybe it’s just the concept of “Hey, there’s a whole bunch of people I want to keep in touch with, I know, I’ll send them junk mail that they’d usually throw out if it was in their post office box!”

I don’t know what drives people to flood useless crap over the precious channels of e-mail but for one reason or another, it happens all the time.

Let me give you a few examples of what I’m talking about just in case you’re in the dark of this world-wide headache.

"If you send this letter to everyone you have met in your entire life, Bill Gates will send you a check for a million dollars and or a Victoria Secrets gift certificate."
(Yes, sure. Bill sits at his computer looking for fashionable flannel pajamas to send to the people using e-mail the most)

"List your name, age, address, social security number, credit card number, favorite type of car, and send it to everyone you know in the world." (Is it really anyone’s business what kind of deodorant I wear anyway?)

"I know you’re my best friend and you’ll respond to this e-mail and send it to all of your friends too." (If there are more than 40 people on the sent to list I begin to question your idea of ‘best friend.’ Plus, I’ve only spoken to you twice in my life...how’d you get my e-mail address anyway?)

"Two words: Prayer wheels." (If you don’t know my religious standing, these probably aren’t a smart idea. I could be a Buddhist)

"You will get money for every one you forward this to" (Yes, sure, they’ll send it to you via e-mail, in HTML)

"This one is so funny, you have to check it out." (>>><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<><<<<<<<)

"If you don’t send this out to everyone on the global e-mail address, lightening will strike you down." (I’m still standing, as far as I can tell.)

Well, there you have it. I know it isn’t much, but please stop sending me worthless chunks of e-mail. It makes me miss all the really important stuff, you know, like my daily horoscope.)

Tobacco Control Board approves costly plan

Dear Editor:

Congratulations to Wisconsin’s Tobacco Control Board for approving a well thought-out strategy for investing $2.3 million of the state’s tobacco settlement money in prevention and cessation activities. The Board, chaired by Earnestine Willis, MD, obviously worked hard over the summer to study what activities have worked in other states thus far. It recommends Wisconsin support local coalitions, a statewide smoking quit line and a youth-led media campaign, among other strategies.

To adequately implement this plan, the Legislature must at least increase the funding to $31 million—the minimum level the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends for a comprehensive anti-tobacco program in Wisconsin.

Now the state Legislature, Governor Thompson and all Wisconsin citizens must fully support the Board’s recommendations so we can begin work immediately to prevent the 8,000 deaths smoking causes in Wisconsin each year.

Ayaz M. Samadani, MD
President
State Medical Society of Wisconsin.

Students should be warned about university fees

Dear Editor

Any one else mad about all of the money that the university wants from us students? I got my student bill in the mail with a charge to my student account. It was minimal at $4.40, but what really gets me is that I was assessed interest on that money was due. An e-mail or even snail mail would have worked.

Any one else mad about all of the money that the university wants from us students? I got my student bill in the mail with a charge to my student account. It was minimal at $4.40, but what really gets me is that I was assessed interest on that money was due. An e-mail or even snail mail would have worked.

Now that is said, I receive another notice in the mail that all students will have to come up with another $100 during the course of the semester to pay for a deposit.

I guess it may be easy to come up with the deposit three months ahead of time if you planned for it, but who could have planned for it when they get the notice a week before school?

I say if the university wants our money three months ahead of when we receive the service, and that they have already stated our money is worth between 12% and 15% a year to them, then they should pay us interest. Otherwise I say the university should only get our money when they perform the service and not any time sooner.

Joshua Kanzman
Iola, Wisc.
In his 11th performance at UWSP, Bruce McDonald drew hundreds of curious students into the chilly night air to watch his zany performance.

The show, sponsored by Centerentertainment Productions, took place on Thursday night, Sept. 14, outside the Allen Center.

McDonald randomly selected several volunteers to be hypnotized, and they sat in an alternating boy-girl pattern on stage. Soon, all of the volunteers were sleeping peacefully on their neighbor's shoulder. Some woke up during the show, but the majority remained in an altered state of consciousness until the end of the show.

Vanessa Cseicsics, who woke during her experience, claimed, "This was the best show I've ever seen him do."

Cseicsics said her hypnotic encounter wasn't as good as she anticipated because she was "knocked out of hypnosis," but claimed that "while I was up there, I didn't know what I was doing."

The volunteers were instructed to do such things as dance like ballerinas or make nasty faces at McDonald's back.

Some individuals were singled out. One volunteer acted as a pool guard prohibiting any "peeing in the pool" every time Bruce said the word "safety." Another young man believed he was a Martian who needed help translating from a bilingual volunteer. When asked what his favorite food on Earth was, the translating volunteer revealed that the Martian was partial to "meatloaf with cheese and fish.

Near the end of the show, several of the male volunteers were told to act as exotic dancers. By the count of three, they were out of their chairs and putting on a show for the crowd. One volunteer even hopped onto a wooden post and slithered himself around it to the ground.

Finally, the males were asked to act as competitors in the "Strongest Man of the Year" contest. Stripping and throwing their shirts into the crowd, the volunteers returned to the stage to show off their physique. Some simply stood and flexed their muscles, but one individual proceeded to do one-armed pushups while smiling at the crowd.

"This was the second time I got hypnotized, but this time I remember a lot more than last time," said UWSP student Jeff LaPlant of his experience.

According to LaPlant, "The one thing that really sticks out is that when I left that night, my whole body was tingling and numb. It definitely was a weird feeling. I kind of felt like I just woke up again and was ready to go."

Bruce McDonald performs at campuses nationwide. He specializes in hypnosis and strength-training exercises for the mind. He has been performing for 15 years.

---

**Want to write features for the Pointer?**

Stop in room 104 of the communication building or e-mail khard755@uwsp.edu.

---

**Sorenson and Fuentes to perform at UWSP**

Musician Eric Sorenson, a Washington, D.C., native and long-time Wisconsin resident, will bring a sampling of various musical instruments and styles from every continent to UWSP on Saturday, Sept. 23 at 8 p.m. in the Encore.

From the African skin drum to the Turkish mandolin, Sorenson uses a multidisciplinary approach involving music, history, geography, language and sociology. In addition to the skin drum and mandolin, he plays pan pipes, kora, mountain dulcimer, balalaika, pennywhistle, mbira, Celtic harp and many more instruments.

Sorenson's performances give audiences a taste of acoustic folk instruments from South America, Russia, Ireland, Appalachia and the Caribbean. During his show, each instrument is brought to life musically, culturally and historically.

For the past 30 years, Sorenson has resided in northern Wisconsin. He currently lives in Menomonie and is enrolled in UW-Stout's master's program in mental health counseling.

Also coming to UWSP during homecoming week is Laura Fuentes and the Calicanto project. The Latin group will perform on Wednesday, Sept. 27 at 8 p.m. in the Encore.

The group combines folk roots, religious ritual music and native dances from Chile, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Peru and Venezuela.

"It is the kind of music that moves you," says Fuentes. Joining Fuentes will be guest artist guitarist and percussionist, Josue Pizarro. He combines jazz, classical and Latin components and is a graduate of Berklee School of Music in Boston.

Admission is free for UWSP students with ID and $4 for non-students. The performance is sponsored by Centerentertainment Productions. For more information, call 346-2412.
Black Sheep Comedy to make debut at annual Art in the Park

By Amy Shaw
FEATURES REPORTER

Black Sheep Comedy, a newly formed sketch comedy troupe in Stevens Point, will be making its debut Saturday, Sept. 23 at the annual arts and crafts fair, Art in the Park.

Making use of the historic bandshell stage in Pfiffner Park, the Black Sheep will be performing two high energy, 30-minute shows at 12 and 2 p.m. These performances are free and open to the public. The humor is appropriate for all ages. The dominant theme of the show is Wisconsin lifestyle; many sketches poke fun at particular cities and products made in Wisconsin.

The comedy troupe is comprised of UWSP students, community members, retired UWSP faculty and members of Central Wisconsin Area Community Theatre (CWACT). The group's formation is an effort to promote awareness of the organization as well as to raise funds for CWACT's building project.

The building used for rehearsals needs a new roof, plumbing and various wiring and storage space enhancements. In conjunction with other fundraising ventures, the Black Sheep Comedy troupe is taking their "Saturday Night Live"-style comedy to many different venues within Stevens Point and surrounding areas in hopes of cultivating interest and much needed resources.

---

River City Diner

By Katie Harding
FEATURES EDITOR

Setting: As I walked into the diner, the visual setting was attractive. Walls were full of painted creations, and there was a counter and a stage nearby. Several television sets were on, but muted, each showing a different station. I heard fairly loud, upbeat music playing consistently throughout my dining experience.

I ordered a cheeseburger with a small house salad and fresh fruit. The burger isn't quite as fattening when accompanied by healthier foods, right? The only complaint here was that my salad was brought less than a minute before the rest of my order. So, for those of you who prefer to enjoy your soup or salad for a while, this might not be your best bet. My companion ordered a grilled ham and cheese sandwich with french fries. He had orange juice to drink, and I had a Coke. We were both amused at the shot glass-size proportion of orange juice he received, but later found out refills were free.

Quality of food: Above average. My burger was good, and my companion agreed that his lunch was quite tasty.

Price: Average. I would compare the price to that of Perkins or Country Kitchen, but the portions weren't quite as big here. I had plenty to eat, but my partner also helped himself to my plate. Our bill came to $13.45.

Clientele: Mostly family-oriented. I'd guess there were one or two couples in the restaurant. The restaurant looked like parents with small children or larger groups of families or friends.

Service: I felt that our service was above average. Our waitress checked up on us repeatedly, and we received refills and our bill without waiting or asking. For some reason, this seemed like a luxury for us. We must be dining at all the wrong places.

Atmosphere: Fairly attractive, but also fairly loud. I wouldn't suggest this place for a date or a quiet evening with friends. It was sometimes difficult to converse at a normal tone because I often found myself talking over children and loud music. However, this has potential to be a fun place for a date when a band is performing on stage.

OVERALL RATING: 

TASTE OF THE TOWN

RATING SYSTEM

Our system of rating restaurants factors in several categories. We take into consideration the setting, quality of food, price, food portions, clientele, service and atmosphere. If something outside these categories is particularly striking or offensive, we take that into consideration as well.

* Don't shove this down your worst enemy's throat.
** Below average in some categories, but allows you to walk out with a nice treat for your pet.
*** A fairly nice place with reasonable prices, a nice setting and good food and service.
**** Good in all or almost all of the categories mentioned above.
***** Highly exceptional in all categories.

River City Diner is Main Street's newest attraction.

(Submitted photo)

Gotta study.
Gotta go to comm. 101
Gotta do laundry.
Gotta call mom.
Gotta recover from last night.
But you've just...

GottaHavaJava!
301 Division Street, Stevens Point
(south of Topper's pizza)
- cappuccino
- espresso
- mochas
- lattes
- fruit smoothies
- homemade bakery
-all our coffee is brewed with organic beans!

River City Diner is Main Street's newest attraction.

(Submitted photo)
Nintendo Tournament 8 p.m. The Encore

Mission Impossible 2 7 and 9:30 p.m. Centers Cinema

Eric Sorenson (world instruments) 8 p.m. Centers Stage

CPI-Travel & Leisure Presents: NINTENDO TOURNAMENT, 8PM (Encore-UC)

Centertainment Prod. -Centers Cinema Movie: MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2, 7&9:30PM (Laird Rm.-UC)

Tennis, UW-Stout, 3PM (H)

Wom. VB, UW-Stout, 7PM (H)

CPI-Center Stage Presents: ERIC SORENSEN, Soloist (World Instruments), 8PM (Encore-UC)

Football, UW-Stout, 1PM (Menomonie)

Tennis, UW-River Falls, 10AM (H)

Wom. Cross-Country, Univ. of Minnesota Inv. (Minneapolis, MN) & Carthage (Kenosha)

Wom. Golf, Luther College Invitational (Decorah, IA)

Wom. Soccer, UW-River Falls, 1PM (T)

Wom. VB, UW-River Falls (Parent's Weekend), 1:30PM (H)

CPI-Issues & Ideas Ballroom & Night Club Dancing Mini-Course, 6:30-7PM & 8-9:30PM (Alumni Rm.-UC)

HOMECOMING WEEK

HOMECOMING YELL LIKE HELL CONTEST & BONFIRE, 7PM (Intramural Fields)

Wom. Soccer, Univ. of Chicago, 4PM (H)

Wom. VB, College of St. Norbert, 7PM (DePere)

HOMECOMING Royal Court Voting, 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM (Concourse-UC)

CPI-Special Events & Multicultural Aff. Concert: LAURA FUENTES Y CALICANTO, 8PM (Encore-UC)

HOMECOMING WEEK

Thu., Sep. 21
Nintendo Tournament 8 p.m. The Encore

Fri., Sep. 22
Mission Impossible 2 7 and 9:30 p.m. Centers Cinema

Sat., Sep. 23
Eric Sorenson (world instruments) 8 p.m. Centers Stage

Sat., Sep. 28
Homecoming Parade 10 a.m. Campus streets

* Parade begins at 10 a.m. Your organization must check in at 9:15 a.m. at the corner of Illinois Ave. and Maria Dr.

* Entries must promote school and community spirit as well as pertain to Homecoming theme, Pointer pride and your organization.

* Cash prizes will be awarded: $125 for first place, $100 for second place and $75 for third place.

Scoring:

* Originality

* General appearance

* Quality of construction

* Creativity

* Identification of organization

For Further Information Please Contact the Campus Activities Office at 346-4343
We bought out the factory up to 70% below catalog prices. See us at wisconsinsweatsale.com. Save on famous brands.

Stevens Point's biggest... eight semi loads!

Stevens Point
Old Piggly Wiggly building Park Ridge Hwy 10

Annual Sale • Biggest Selection Ever • Direct To You

Old Navy
Youth long sleeve thermal shirts $5.99
Nike youth long sleeve $7.99
Polo jeans T-shirts $3.99

Women
Nike sweatshirts or pants $9.99
Mock NFL turtlenecks $35 $9.99

Outdoor printed or emb. shirts $5.99
Deer - bear - wolves - fish

T-shirts $5.99
Sweatshirts $11.99
Embroidered sweatshirts $14.99

Wisconsin
Badger t-shirts $5.99
Badger sweatshirts $11.99
Badger embroidered $14.99
Badger embroidered polos or turtlenecks $9.99
Wisconsin hoods $14.99
Wisconsin zip hoods $14.99

Win a Wisconsin leather jacket

Unprinted
Sweatpants $7.99
Heavy sweatshirts $9.99
Zip-hood jackets $12.99

Nike or Adidas socks $4.99 pair
NASCAR 1000S t-shirts or caps $5.99
Packer, badger & NASCAR leather jackets $119.99

Only happens once a year... our best sale ever!

Huge selection of back to school kids clothing

This week! 5 big days
Wednesday, Sept. 20th thru Sunday, Sept. 24th
Wed. 10-7 Thurs. 10-7 Fri. 10-7 Sat. 10-5 Sun. 10-4

Only happens once a year.
Late game comeback leads Wheaton past soccer team

Pointers can't hold on against third-ranked team in D-3
By Mike Peck
SPORTS EDITOR

Sometimes in athletics, breaks don't go your team's way. Minor calls on the field can have a major impact on the final outcome and a whole game worth of hard work can turn into frustration in an instant.

The UW-Stevens Point women's soccer team had the privilege of riding this emotional roller coaster as they fell to two top-ranked opponents this week.

On Tuesday, third-ranked Wheaton (Ill.) College came to town and the Pointers got the early momentum from the Crusaders jumping on top 2-0.

Marie Mahvic put UWSP up at 14:46 of the first half with her eighth goal of the year.

Andrea Spelio then found the back of the net giving the Pointers a seemingly comfortable 2-0 lead over a team that they have never beaten.

But in a crazy turn of events late in the second half, Wheaton not only managed to get back into the game, but some how climb on top 2-1.

"There were some questionable calls that changed the outcome of the game," said head coach Sheila Miech. "When adversity hits this team we just need to bounce back."

The Crusaders first goal came when Elizabeth Mahon got free in the box and put past goalender Brianna Hyslop.

After tying it up, Wheaton took full advantage of another questionable call that gave them a free kick in front of the Pointers' net.

"They scored two goals off of set plays," replied Miech. "So they scored only one goal during the action in the game."

"But when playing a tough schedule you will only get better by playing better," she added.

Luck also didn't make the road trip to Macachlolle College on Saturday as the ladies fell to the defending national runner-ups.

Eighth-ranked Maceaster jumped on the Pointers early and were able to hold off UWSP shutting them down, 2-0.

Amanda Cue put Maceaster up 1-0 and Kristie Lannam added an insurance goal to complete the scoring.

"We are as good as these teams," said Miech. "The shot charts are equal, but we have to control our game better."

The Pointers fell to 5-3 overall (2-0 in WIAC) heading into this weekend's match up against conference foe River Falls.

Even with the two-game losing streak Coach Miech noted that this weekend's game isn't as

See Soccer on Page 14
SPORTS

Harriers continue to impress
By Mike Peck
SPORTS EDITOR

The UW-Stevens Point men’s and women’s cross country teams experienced youth movements as they came away with solid performances at the St. Olaf Invitational.

The men’s team is displaying almost a completely different team than last season as they dominated the meet. The Pointers defined domination as they swept the top six places and perfect scored the meet with 15 points, the lowest possible total in a meet.

“I was very happy with what we did,” said Head Coach Rick Witt. “The kids ran about as well as we could have at this point of time. It was a good meet and we were able to start off in a meet where we were able to run like we wanted to run,” he added.

The only runner in the top seven from last year for the Pointers was senior Jesse Drake who blew away the field and set a new course record covering the 8K course in 25:30.

But after Drake it was all new faces as freshmen Mark Lalonde and Curt Johnson performed well for the second straight week coming in second and third, respectively.

“We took a little step up,” said Witt. “It was hard because the competition wasn’t real good, but it will be different when you get a lot of different teams in there.”

Rounding out the top five for the men were Casey Cook and Clint Eftlen. Even with all the young athletes, the Pointers could impress.

“When you have freshmen, you never know,” said Witt. “We are in a great situation because nobody knows who we are.”

The men are not only expecting a youth movement on the team, but also a movement in the rankings as they moved up to ninth in the nation.

As for the women, it was another stepping stone as they narrowly fell to a higher-ranked opponent by one point for the second straight week in a row, this time to the host team, St. Olaf.

“The nice thing is that at St. Olaf it was Parent’s Day, so they were all going out,” said women’s coach Len Hill. “They were showing all they had.”

Becky Lebak came away with the victory for the second straight week to lead a strong Pointer performance.

Close behind Lebak was senior Leah Juno who is recovering from an early season ankle sprain, but rebounded as UWSP took home the top two spots.

“Leah made a big step for us and really improved from what she did last week,” said Hill.

The ladies however, will have their hands full Saturday, as they travel to the University of Minnesota to compete in the Roy Griak Invitational.

“There is a lot of fan fare there-tents, vendors and the number of teams,” commented Hill on the big meet. “It kind of has a carnival atmosphere which can be a distraction, but that is why we go there.”

The women hope to use the hype to their advantage, as they will prepare for the Division II and III meet.

“I use this meet as a barometer for where we are,” said Hill. “I can see us in the top five. The team is really looking forward to it.”

The women’s hard work and good performances is already showing as they take signs of improvement as it competed in its only home meet of the season Tuesday and the Illinois Wesleyan Invitational Saturday.

As for the women, it was a great performance by an Egyptian soldier. Her need to be free, her blossoming love for Elton John and Tim Rice's Aida, is the classic story of a Nubian princess taken as a slave by an Egyptian soldier. Her need to be free, her blossoming love for Amneris, all combine to create a story of love, betrayal, and courage. The musical creators of the Lion King’s classic songs set in motion the story of three people who make choices that will not only change their lives, but will alter the course of history.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

We do not anticipate any changes, however we reserve the right to change the dates and times of the above shows!
The Week Ahead...

**Football:** At UW-Stout, Saturday, 7 p.m.

**Volleyball:** UW-Stout, Friday, 7 p.m.; UW-River Falls, Saturday, 1:30 p.m.; Finlandia (Mich.) and St. Norbert College (DePere), Tuesday, 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.

**Women's Tennis:** UW-Stout, Friday, 3 p.m.; UW-River Falls, Saturday, 10 a.m.

**Women's Golf:** At Luther College Invitational, Saturday.

**Men's Cross Country:** At Carthage College, Saturday.

**Women's Cross Country:** At University of Minnesota and UW-Whitewater Invitational, Saturday.

**Women's Soccer:** At UW-River Falls, Saturday, 1 p.m.; University of Chicago, Tuesday, 4 p.m.

*All Home Games in Bold*

Volleyball team’s early season struggles persist

By Michelle Tesmer

SPORTS REPORTER

The UW-Stevens Point volleyball team saw its overall record drop to 1-9 after a tough weekend of non-conference play. This was not the tune-up the team was looking for as they begin their conference sea son this week.

Coach Kelly Geiger says her biggest concern now is leadership.

“We need a couple of players to step up and assume a leadership role on the court,” she said.

Northland entered Berg Gym on Thursday night hoping to deny the Pointers their first victory. Raina Gagnow ended that thought with 14 kills and 21 digs while Kim Haynes and Lucy Fisher had 22 and 21 assists, respectively.

The Pointers beat Northland by coming out strong in three of the four matches. They took a 6-0 lead in the first, a 13-0 lead in the third and a 5-0 lead in the fourth. The final totals were 15-11, 8-15, 15-2, and 15-4.

The victory was short lived as the team headed to St. Joseph, Minnesota, for the last two matches against Minnesota State-Moorhead, 15-6, 15-8 and 15-9.

“We need a couple of players to step up and assume a leadership role on the court,” she said.

Northland entered Berg Gym on Thursday night hoping to deny the Pointers their first victory. Raina Gagnow ended that thought with 14 kills and 21 digs while Kim Haynes and Lucy Fisher had 22 and 21 assists, respectively.

The Pointers beat Northland by coming out strong in three of the four matches. They took a 6-0 lead in the first, a 13-0 lead in the third and a 5-0 lead in the fourth. The final totals were 15-11, 8-15, 15-2, and 15-4.

The victory was short lived as the team headed to St. Joseph, Minnesota, for the last two matches against Minnesota State-Moorhead, 15-6, 15-8 and 15-9.

“My teammates and I are working hard, Page stated.

Following a match at St. Norbert Wednesday, UWSP returns home this weekend for a pair of conference matches.

“The Pointers will take on UW-Stout Friday at 3 p.m. and UW-River Falls Saturday at 10 a.m.”

Women’s hockey team searching for help

The 2000-2001 school year marks the inaugural varsity season for the UW-Stevens Point women’s hockey team.

Being a club sport for the past three seasons, the team will make the jump into varsity this year along with UW-Eau Claire and Lake Forest College.

Joining the new team will be Legs.

Women’s softball team searching for help

The 2000-2001 school year marks the inaugural varsity season for the UW-Stevens Point women’s softball team.

Being a club sport for the past three seasons, the team will make the jump into varsity this year along with UW-Eau Claire and Lake Forest College.
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Soccer

Continued from Page 11

crucial as any other game on the Pointer's schedule.

“We will have to bounce back this weekend,” said Miech. “I don’t believe any game is bigger than any other.

“We have to stay in the present and take it one game at a time.”

The three Pointer losses this season have come from teams ranked third, seventh and eighth in the nation.

Scoring by Halves 1-2-F

Wheaton 0-3-3

- U W-Stevens Point 2-0-2

SP - Muhvic (Bruce), 14:46

SP - Spiel (Cady), 25:38

WC - Mahon (Marcus), 68:59

WC - Mouw (Marcus), 74:25

WC - Mouw (penalty kick), 78:16

Shots on Goal

- Wheaton 22, UWSP 14

Saves - UWSP 10 (Rabinovitz 6, Hyslop 4), Wheaton 4 (Bruce)

Fouls - UWSP 10, Wheaton 9

Corner Kicks - Wheaton 5, UWSP 1

Scoring by Halves 1-2-F

UW-Stevens Point 0-0-0

Macalester 0-2-2

MC - Cue (Morstedt), 52:41

MC - Lamm, 68:07

Shots on Goal - Macalester 6, UWSP 10

Saves - Macalester 10 (Bauer), UWSP 4

Fouls - Macalester 2, Rabinovitz 2

Corner kicks - UWSP 3, Macalester 5

C Y C L E O F

H O P E

877-717-HOPE

www.cycleofhope.org

In this Year of Jubilee, the Brothers of Taizé are bringing the Taizé experience to Wisconsin, including an evening at UW-Stevens Point.

Everyone is invited to share the experience of Taizé.
First colloquium a success

Son of legend Sigurd Olson speaks to UWSP

By Steve Seamandel
Outdoors Editor

On Wednesday, Sept. 20, UWSP was treated to the first CNR Colloquium of the year. Bob Olson, son of Wisconsin-born and nationally renowned environmentalist Sigurd Olson, spoke to students and staff.

Most of the colloquium consisted of stories, flashbacks and the life history of Sigurd. His accomplishments were plentiful and provided for an excellent inaugural colloquium.

To say that Sigurd Olson was an outdoorsman is an incredible understatement. Bob constantly stated how his father was literally obsessed with anything outdoors.

"He was obsessed. He had the talent to put that obsession into something he could use though," said Bob.

He went on to explain that the outdoors was not only a way of life for Sigurd, but it was a form of spirituality for him as well. Nobody understood the outdoors like Sigurd Olson did.

"To understand Sig Olson, you’ve got to forget about being cerebral, you’ve got to understand from within and use intangibility,"

Perhaps Olson is most remembered for "Listening Point." This was initially a publication of Sigurd’s, but later property and a cabin built on that property actualized the dreams expressed in the original publication.

After Sigurd died, a controversy arose as to what to do with Listening Point. The land was considered untouchable since Sigurd was such an influential character, but nobody knew what to do with it. Finally, the decision was made to begin the Listening Point Foundation.

The Listening Point Foundation was an organization that had two goals. The first was to preserve Listening Point, and the second was to further the ideas of Sig Olson. The decision to donate Listening Point to the Foundation was made, therefore the property would be in safe hands for future generations to visit and learn about.

Sig lived a very successful life. Before his death, he typed on his typewriter, "A New Adventure is coming up and I’m sure it will be A good one."

Sig Olson was a much loved,鞋ing through the woods and died of a heart attack. While maybe a coincidence, it is undoubtedly the one place where he would have wanted to be when he died.

2000 fall turkey permit lottery completed.

A record 81,147 hunters applied for the 68,600 available permits for the upcoming 2000 wild fall turkey hunting season, according to Department of Natural Resources records. DNR staff recently completed the lottery drawing for the permits, which was distributed yesterday.

Population estimates indicate a thriving turkey population, with increased expansion into the northern and north central areas of the state, according to Darcy Kind, assistant DNR upland game ecologist. Preliminary spring brood survey results show and increased number of broods statewide, she added.

During the fall, turkeys spend more than 90% of the daytime hours in hardwood habitats. Both brood flocks and adult male flocks make extensive use of areas dominated by oak and hickory.

"Locating and breaking these flocks up and then calling them back for a close shot is an effective fall hunting technique," Kind says.

The 2000 fall wild turkey season begins Oct. 7 and continues through Nov. 5. The limited number of hunting days provides valuable hunting opportunities with minimal impacts on spring hunt. During the fall season, all turkeys, male and female are legal for harvest.

Kind reminds hunters that because most fall turkey hunting occurs on private land, it is important to keep landowner relationships a high priority.

"Many landowners in Wisconsin are willing to allow hunters to use their land as long as they ask permission to do so," she says.

She also reminds hunters to be safety conscious when out in the woods and always remember to 1) treat every firearm as if it is loaded, 2) always point the muzzle in a safe direction and 3) be sure of your target and beyond.

Goodbye Gill’s Grumblings...

By Steve Seamandel
Outdoors Editor

I will say it now. I apologize if you are looking for “Gill’s Grumblings.” You will not find it this week, next week, or even the week after that.

The column has ceased since Gill has said, “Later on” to the Outdoors Editor position. (By the way, thanks again.) And just for the record, you heard it here first: The Outdoors section is now hippie and tree-hugger friendly. (Insert Gill screaming here now.)

It’s no secret that the Outdoors section has been bashin’ hippies, tree-huggers and environmentalists for the last year. There has been far more hunting content than general wildlife and conservation coverage. (But don’t worry, all areas will continue to be covered adequately, yet evenly, from now on.)

Some things trouble me though. It is safe to assume that anyone reading this section must be somewhat interested, intrigued or concerned about the outdoors. Why then bash the “tree-huggers” that are so devoted to saving the wildlife and forests?

The answer: blatant stereotypes. Not all environmentalists are slim, hairless beanhats still living in the 60’s. Unfortunately, the stereotypes are not being depopularized by the media and TV shows. If! only had a dime for every South Park shirt that I have seen with Cartman saying something about “tree-hugging hippie crap”.

Let’s face it, it’s just cool to hate tree-huggers. I would say that in general, hippies, tree-huggers, environmentalists, whatever you’d like to call them, have received negative press because...because why? For no good reason.

What is wrong with this scenario? Like stated before, why express a negative stereotype towards people who are attempting to save what we love so much like trees, forests, lakes and other natural surroundings?

To make an incredibly heated issue short, why divide up one group of people working towards one goal and common interest? It just doesn’t make sense. I’m not saying that all you hunters need to go out and befriend the hippies, or vice versa. However, there is no reason to express any negative sentiments. We all want the same thing in the end, right?

Foreign Language Majors & Minors...

It’s time to finalize your spring 2000/2001 study plans:

Germany: Magdeburg
Spain: Valladolid
France: Caen

212 Minimum Language Prerequisite!

For Information and Applications see your Fl Advisors and/or International Programs

E-mail: info@uwsp.edu   www.uwsp.edu/studyabroad
Recycling helps all
By Steve Seamandel

Being a CNR major and wildlife connoisseur, recycling has always been second nature to me. I love spending time outdoors, therefore I will do anything that I can to save and preserve it.

I was surprised to quickly learn that this sentiment is not shared by many people, especially those majoring in any field having to do with Natural Resources.

Last year my roommate, a fellow CNR major, did not recycle. This came as a shock to me, having lived in a house that actively practiced recycling prior to moving here. I inaccurately assumed that the vast majority of households were not unlike mine.

For the first few weeks, I would quietly pick aluminum cans and plastic bottles out of my garbage can. However, this eventually became an all too common practice, and I politely said, “You know, you can recycle cans and bottles here.”

Not surprisingly, my roommate continued his non-recycling ways and I continued to do it for him. However, it disappoints me to think that someone enrolled in the CNR is not conscious of recycling.

Recycling is not harmful, difficult, or even time consuming. Any of those excuses are just not plausible.

Perhaps the number one reason why people don’t recycle is that they perceive it to be too much of an effort. In all seriousness, recycling is as easy as putting another trash can next to your garbage and设计ating that as a “recyclables only” bin. Instead of throwing it out, separate it and take it out to the curb for pickup or to the Stevens Point recycling center next to the Humane Society. Frequency is your choice, but realistically, this has to be done no more than once a month.

However, as if recycling already doesn’t get a bum rap, environmentalists claim that it’s simply not enough.

Other concepts like reducing and reusing have since taken the driver’s seat. Luckily, once you’ve started these new practices and get into the habit of reducing and reusing, they take up less time than recycling and will eventually result in saved money.

Reducing is simply reducing the amount of wasteful materials used. Instead of using a bag at the bookstore next time, throw your purchase in your backpack or just carry it if small enough. Buying durable fabric bags for grocery shopping is also a trend on the rise.

Furthermore, reducing involves sacrifices. Instead of driving to somewhere close, take a little extra time and walk or bike. You will not only save gas if done enough, but also help air quality. Another very practical idea of reduction includes turning off lights and appliances when not in use. A little common sense and thoughtfulness makes this very simple.

Reusing is one step past reducing. Reusing focuses more on constant use of materials before throwing them out or recycling them. Reuse already printed-on computer paper for scratch paper around the house. Take paper or plastic bags back to the store and repack them instead of using new ones. Instead of throwing out those plastic cups from McDonald’s or Taco Bell, take them home and put them to good use.

Reducing and reusing are possibly even more important than recycling because the actual recycling process takes up energy in itself. By reusing materials and even avoiding using them in the first place, the energy used in the recycling process will be salvaged.

By keeping these incredibly simple ideas in mind, you can help make the world a greener place.

Greener UWSP on the way
By Steve Seamandel

Last year, a friend visited me and after the grand campus tour proclaimed, “For a tree-hugger outdoorsy school, your campus sure is dirty.”

It’s no secret, any college campus will have trash here and there. However, there is a group of students that has had enough of the littering and carelessness.

Student Matt Filipiak explained to me in a recent interview what he hopes to accomplish in the near future.

“We are a part of this ecosystem and we have now manipulated it. It is time to give back...let the change create itself through us,” explained Matt.

He forsees a campus in the near future that is full of plants, anything to make the surrounding area green. However, his motives behind this are way more than for looks.

“I envision an environment where we grow plants for both edible and medicinal reasons here on campus, which would serve many purposes.”

The purposes are plentiful and include campus beautification, education, experimental aids and of course, resource conservation.

By growing plants that are useful and diverse, there is the potential to reduce paper consumption in addition to cultivating plants that would be useful for fibers and other common goods.

The possibilities are endless. In the short time of the interview near the sundial, a plausible idea offered by Matt was to plant flowerbeds and down the lining of the walkways by the Fine Arts building. It is no secret that it would be an excellent renovation to campus in addition to a very realistic idea.

The ringleader behind this dream, Filipiak, has traveled through many different states and ecosystems. He was formerly enrolled in the Audobon Expedition Institute, which was a fully accredited institute that traveled by bus around the

Whoo ping cranes to be re-introduced soon
After months of work training a special flock of sandhill cranes to follow an ultralight aircraft, biologists and pilots at the Necedah National Wildlife Refuge are ready to let the birds show off for interested citizens with a flyby demonstration.

The demonstration is open to the public and will be held Saturday, Sept. 23 at 6 p.m. People interested in viewing the flyby should arrive at the refuge by 5 p.m.

Training the sandhill cranes to follow an ultralight aircraft and successfully leading them on a migration route to wintering grounds in Flor., is the first phase of an ambitious effort by a broad partnership of state and federal government agencies and non-profit organizations to re-establish a migratory population of endangered whooping cranes in Wisconsin.

Reducing and training techniques are first being tested on the more common sandhill crane.

If all goes as planned and the cranes return on their own in the spring, the International Whooping Crane Recovery Team will evaluate the program with an eye to starting the whooping crane reintroduction project as early as the Spring of 2001. The goal of the recovery effort is to establish a migratory flock of 25 breeding pairs of the rare whooping cranes in the East by the year 2010. Members of the whooping crane recovery team and project biologists will be available to answer questions.

“With only 413 whooping cranes in existence and with only one migratory flock in the wild, establishing a second migratory flock is critical to the survival and recovery of this species, one of the most endangered species,” said Steve Miller, chief administrator of the Department of Natural Resources Land Division. “The steps we take this fall with sand-
Surefire deer tracking for bow-hunting

Step by step tips on how to stay with the one that used to get away

By Ryan Gilligan
ASSISTANT OUTDOORS EDITOR

The silence of the September woods was broken when a twig snapped behind me. The buck had crept within 20 yards of my stand without my knowing, and was beginning to quarter away from me and move down the ridge. As it paused and turned broadside, I drew my bow, placed the 20-yard pin behind the bucks shoulder, and squeezed the release.

The buck ducked slightly at the snap of the bow-string, and the arrow hit high on the buck's shoulder, and fell on its back. As it paused and the snap of the bow-string, and the arrow hit high on the buck's shoulder, and fell on its back.

As you prepare to shoot, take careful notice to the situation. How long is the shot? Is the deer quartering or is it standing perfectly broadside?

As you release, concentrate on the arrow's flight. Try to see the arrow hit the deer, and remember where it hits the deer's body. Watch the deer's reaction to the hit. A sudden leap with a rear leg kick usually indicates a heart shot. If the deer hunches, it typically means the deer is hit in the paunch.

As the deer runs, watch it as long as possible, and attempt to mentally mark trees or other landmarks that the deer passes. If the blood trail runs out while you're tracking, you can check these spots and try to pick up the trail again.

With the information gained through these observations, you can increase your odds of finding your deer before you even get down from your stand.

If the arrow didn't penetrate well, hit the heart/lung, area, or the deer reacted unusually, wait at least an hour before taking up the trail. If the weather is cold, wait even longer. If you know you hit the deer in the guts, don't attempt to track the deer for at least several hours. Waiting before trailing an arrow-hit deer - even one shot in the vitals - will allow the deer to bed down.

Unpressed deer leave better blood trails and die quicker because the adrenaline surge of being pursued doesn't kick in.

When you begin tracking a deer search the area the deer was hit. Look for hair, blood and, if the arrow passed through the deer, your arrow. Light hair and brownish blood with undigested plant matter typically indicates a gut-shot. Foamy blood sprayed along the deer's path means the deer is probably hit in the lungs.

Once you find a blood trail, work slowly. Mark the trail along the way with flagging tape - even if you have a seemingly great blood trail. If the trail runs dry later you can use the marked trail to help you determine the deer's course.

If you lose the trail, slowly walk in a widening circle from where you last found blood. Fight the urge to start walking aimlessly in search of the deer. Be patient, and don't abandon the hope of finding blood. However, sometimes deer simply stop bleeding externally. In this case it's necessary to make even wider circles with as many other hunters as you can get to scan the area along the deer's last known route.

Unfortunately, many bow-hunters will eventually experience the frustration, anger and guilt that comes from losing a deer. However, by paying close attention to detail from the moment you release your arrow, and by being patient, you can greatly increase the chances of finding each deer you shoot.
Tax tangles to untangle?

The IRS is ready to help you straighten things out. For any problem that relates to your tax return, your first step is to call, visit or write the IRS. Most questions will be simply resolved, then and there. But what if the issue is more complicated—one that drags on?

If you face significant hardship unless relief is granted, you may qualify for our Taxpayer Advocate Service, which acts to protect taxpayer rights and ensure fair treatment. Your personal Taxpayer Advocate will review the situation from your point of view. The same person will work with you until the issue is resolved quickly and fairly.

This service can be requested for individual or business taxpayers. Do you qualify? Ask your tax preparer or phone us toll-free at 1-877-777-4778.

Deferring taxes with TIAA-CREF can be so rewarding, you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck, you can easily build income to supplement your pension and Social Security. And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that TIAA-CREF’s solid history of investment performance, bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement today with tax-deferred SRAs. We think you will find it rewarding in the years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59½ may be subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.
Theatre and dance season announced at UWSP

The 2000-2001 theatre and dance season at the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point will feature performances from the department of theatre and dance in a drama about one woman's journey, a razzle-dazzle musical, a comedy farce, a blend of science-fiction and music, the annual dance showcase and several student produced works.

The main stage season will open with "6-8 and 12-14" with "Reckless," written by Craig Lucas and directed by Ellen Hargreaves. The action begins on Christmas Eve, when a young wife and mother finds herself running for her life. As her unexpected journey stretches over years and across the country, she discovers a world full of coincidence, catastrophe and unanticipated bliss.

The Neil Simon musical, "Sweet Charity," directed by new Department Chair Kenneth Rich, will be performed Nov. 10-15 and 17-18. Play includes music by Cy Coleman and lyrics by Dorothy Fields. Roger Nelson, coordinator of musical theatre at UWSP, will be musical director. The bold, brassy musical tells the story of a heart of gold hapless romantic who simply wants to be loved.

Stephen Smith, a new faculty member, will direct the classic 17th century farce, "The Doctor in Spite of Himself," on Feb. 23-25 and Mar. 1-3. Written by 17th century playwright Moliere, the slapstick and terror tells the story of a heart of gold hapless romantic who simply wants to be loved.

"Weird Romance: Two One Act Musicals of Speculative Fiction" will be staged April 6-8 and 19-21. Written by 17th century playwright Molieres, the slapstick and terror tells the story of a heart of gold hapless romantic who simply wants to be loved.

The annual dance concert, "Danstage 2001," will be May 4-6 and 10-12. The energetic concert of dance features student performers and choreography by faculty members Suzan Gingrasso, Joan Karlen, Carol Oates, will be performed Nov. 29-Dec. 2. Two more shows begin at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, and matinee shows at 2 p.m. Information about The Players' performances and prices will be released as it becomes available.

Season tickets for the main stage productions are on sale through the arts and athletics ticket office in Quandt Fieldhouse, (715) 346-4100 or (800) 838-3378.

Letters from the edge of the world

RE: Corndogs and dormrooms

By Pat "dormboy" Rothfuss

Now with added sincerity!

Faithful readers of The Pointer might remember Pat Rothfuss' College Survival Guide from last year. While he is no longer a student here at UWSP, he has been accepted as a "Foreign Correspondent," sending letters back from Washington State University where he's attending grad school.

This last week has given me a new outlook on college life. Or rather, it's reminded me what college is really like for most people.

You see, while I have been a student at UWSP for the last nine years, the last half of that I've spent in relative luxury. For instance, just before I left Point I had a three bedroom house all to myself. The basement was big enough for me to brew mead and conduct primitive alchemical experiments. The kitchen had a full pantry of ramen noodles and enough counter space for two months worth of dishes. My bedroom was big enough to swing medium size cat-o-ninetails in. I even had a whole room that was empty, and only used for playing twister when friends came over.

Best of all, my vast success as a humor columnist provided me with a continuous supply of semi-virginal teenage girls who would come over to my house and amuse me by running around in their underwear and having pillowfights. In short, I was in Bachelor Paradise.

I will admit, I took most of these things for granted. (Not the teenage groupies, but almost everything else.) However, after all these years of hedonic freedom, after all these years of unfettered and capacious housing, after all those years of being able to walk naked from room to room with no concern for propriety, I am living in the dorms again.

Now, you know how they say a fish will get bigger if you give it a bigger tank to live in? Well, it's true. What's more, the same principle holds true for me and the return to dorm life. When I came to UWSP and spent two years in the tiny fishbowl of Duran Duran, The New Kids on the Block and Tiffany? Of course you remember, and although many of us declare this a dark time in our lives that we'd just as soon forget about, the 80's was our decade. Think about the toys that we felt we lived being entertained by. The G.I. Joe's and He-Men, the Barbie dolls and EZ Bake Ovens. I attribute all of my present culinary expertise to the EZ Bake. And my ability to find clothes that match to years of dressing up Barbie. In essence, however, this principle still holds true for me and all my stuff. When I came to Duran Duran, I was forced by his cunning wife to become a doctor "in spite of himself."

The music of the 80's is in a class of its own. I remember the first piece of musical periphanelia that I ever received was David Bowie, Let's Dance (on vinyl) and "Like a Virgin." They were fans.

Remember that wonderful time in our lives when wearing flourescent orange shorts and a neon green shirt was the "in" thing to do? When rolling your stonewashed jeans so tightly to your ankles that you damn-near cut off the circulation to your feet? And when your room resembled in many ways, a shrine in honor of Duran Duran, The New Kids on the Block and Tiffany? Of course you remember, and although in many of us declare this a dark time in our lives that we'd just as soon forget about, the 80's was our decade. Think about the toys that we felt we lived being entertained by. The G.I. Joe's and He-Men, the Barbie dolls and EZ Bake Ovens. I attribute all of my present culinary expertise to the EZ Bake. And my ability to find clothes that match to years of dressing up Barbie. In essence, however, this principle still holds true for me and all my stuff. When I came to Duran Duran, I was forced by his cunning wife to become a doctor "in spite of himself."

The perfect breading and con-
The UWSP Winterim, Summer and Semester Abroad Programs are popular than ever before. And you NEED to participate!

ELIGIBILITY: Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors from all disciplines - everyone benefits from studying over-seas.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Room 108 Collins Classroom Center -- 346-2717

...GET OUT OF POINT!
E-Mail: intlprog@uwsp.edu -- www.uwsp.edu/study_abroad

Welcome back from summer break now...
The UWSP Winterim, Summer and Semester Abroad Programs are popular than ever before... and you NEED to participate!

Apply Now For:
2001/2002

Financial Aid Applies. -- Great Classes!

www.mission23.com
Live Music - Coffee - Life - Coffee - Live Music

www.y2vote.org
If you don't do it, who will?

Financial Aid Applies. -- Great Classes!

Green
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country to observe and study different ecosystems.

"Instead of just being in class and seeing pictures of or hearing about ecosystems, we were actually in the forests in Maine and in the Everglades in Florida. We could observe first-hand how delicate these, and all ecosystems are," said Filipiak.

Tentatively, the group is being called "For the Earth and All Us Children," but Filipiak said that everything is still in the works, name included.

Eventually, Filipiak hopes to turn the group into a non-profit organization and extend the efforts to the community and then even further. However, for the moment he is only concentrating on getting this group up and running.

For starters, he hopes to get a few activities planned and integrate the different departments on campus to all be on the same page, rather than just working with CNR and science majors.

For those interested in getting involved, there is a campus clean-up planned for this Sunday, Sept. 24 at 11 a.m. and will meet in the sundial. Any questions should be directed Matt Filipiak via e-mail at mfil119@uwsp.edu.

The truth is, a little of your time can make a lifetime of difference. Because kids with something to do are less likely to do drugs. You can help.

For more information on drug prevention programs in your community, call or visit:
1 877 KIDS 313
www.youcanhelpkids.org
Office of National Drug Control Policy

Cranes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
hill cranes will begin to lay the foundation for the return of a whooping crane migration to the East.

The sandhills were reared from eggs collected in central Wisconsin and trained at Necedah National Wildlife Refuge under rules that prevented the birds from ever seeing un-costumed handlers or pilots. The chicks were exposed to aircraft noise by researchers while still in the shell and have been raised by humans in crane-like costumes, using mechanical hand puppets. Even conversation was forbidden in the birds presence. Aircraft used in the flight training have sound systems that emit crane-calls enticing the birds to gather around and follow the aircraft.

Whooping cranes were probably always rare. With an estimated population of only about 1,400 in 1860, the population dropped to just 16 birds by 1941 due to habitat loss and unregulated hunting. All whooping cranes existing today are descendants of those 16 birds.

The present day population is distributed between a non-migratory flock living in Florida, other captive birds living in zoos and at the International Crane Foundation in Baraboo, Wis., and the only existing wild migratory flock. The wild flock numbers approximately 200 birds and migrates between Wood Buffalo National Park near Alberta, Canada and Arkansas National Wildlife Refuge on the Texas Gulf Coast.

Following approval by the International Whooping Crane Recovery Team to establish an eastern migratory whooping crane flock with a nesting site in Wisconsin, the Whooping Crane Eastern Partnership was formed in October 1999 to shepherd the project. The partnership includes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Operation Migration, the International Crane Foundation, the U.S. Geological Survey's Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, and the Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin.

www.y2vote.org
If you don't do it, who will?
college bookstore

e campus.com

CHEAPER
ecampus.com SAVE UP TO 50% ON TEXTBOOKS AND STUFF. WITH FREE SHIPPING.
I've decided, Sharon and I should slow things down a bit. She won't put out, hunh.

Jackie's Fridge

Hey, did you ever hear the one about the guy who bought some fried chicken and ended up going into a food fight?

Simple Pleasures

For the Coolest Blackbird Apparel, Greeting Cards, Games, & Accessories, Visit Us at:

LIFE IS FULL OF WONDERFUL EMBARRASSMENTS, SHARE YOUR IDEAS AND/OR ART WITH The Pointer.

POINTER@UWSP.EDU

346-2249
HOUSING

Housing 2001-02 year.
Old Main-College Ave
303 Minnesota
The Old Train Station
Groups of 2-3-4-5-6-7-8
Nice homes for nice people. 343-8222
sommer-rentals.com

Anchor Apartments
Newer and remodeled 1-5 bedroom units including four houses with private entry one block from UWSP. Features include deadbolt locks, cable, phone, parking and appliances with laundry that is included.
Professional management.
Phone 341-4455
Thank you for your past patronage.

Lakeside Apartments
2 blocks to UWSP
Call 341-4215

Korger Apartments
Housing 2001-02 school year. Serving UWSP students since 1958. Groups of 3-4-5. All bedrooms have phone jacks, cable jacks, and privacy locks. One block from U.C. 344-2899 or 341-2248

FOR RENT: Only 3 blocks from Old Main - 2 Bedroom Apartment with den/study, newly renovated, large yard, parking area. Non-smoking, lease negotiable. $425/month includes water/sewer. Available immediately. 345-0533

EMPLOYMENT

Stevens Point Country Club is now hiring.
*Wait staff. Days and nights. Excellent wages and tips.
*Day dishwasher. Full or part time. Flexible hours.
*Housemen. Part-time.
Various duties.
Apply at 1628 Country Club Drive.

"Teasers"
Dancers Wanted!
Chance to earn $500 a weekend. 18 years and older. Beginners welcome.
Will train. Inquiries are welcome. Call for an appointment.
(715) 687-2151
After 4 p.m.
Convenient location from Stevens Point.

Interested in working with children? Join our team of dedicated individuals working with kids with autism in the Stevens Point area. Experience helpful. Love, patience and one year of college education required. Training provided.
* Pay $8.00 per hour
* Pay travel
* Flexible hours
* Part time
For applications call Austin and Behavioral Consultants at (920) 926-1255

FOR SALE

Selling 1989 Dodge Daytona
In great condition (no rust) Description: red, three doors, great speaker system, AC, new exhaust system. Please call 343-0806 for further information.
Or e-mail msali881@uwsp.com

Let Pointer Advertising work for you.
Call Mikhail or Dakonya at 346-3707

Student Television needs your help. If you have a show idea, we want to hear it. We are also looking for people to help behind the scenes with news and student shows. Contact Mike or Todd at 346-3068

STV

Don’t forget to tune in every Monday - Friday during the All Request Lunch Block 12:05-12:35 p.m. Call 346-2696 to request a song and stay tuned for your chance to win free lunch - an Erbert & Gerbert’s sub.
On 90 FM Your Only Alternative

The Pointer is looking for writers for the 2000-01 school year. Stop by The Pointer offices at CAC 104

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
It’s good for everybody.
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You Deserve Better. You Deserve Topper's

Gourmet Pizzas

Taco Toppers
Our most popular pizza has two honest blends and a jalapen injecting flavor into your mouth. A delicious cheese, onions and taco style cheese on our blend of Hickory Smoked Bacon, pepperoni, jalapeno peppers, black olives and green pepper, sour cream and salsa on the side.

** $8.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Vegetarian Toppers
Our favorite thin crust topped with bean chili and corn.

** $8.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Creole Toppers
New Orleans creates a great Cajun sauce with spicy chicken, andouille sausage, black beans, jalapeno peppers, onions, black olives, and pepperoni.

** $9.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Chicken Carbonara Bueno
A classic combination of Italian ham, basket cheese and tomato sauce.

** $10.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Big Toppers
The perfect addition to the traditional 8" Mukluv pie. Add your choice of green peppers, Irresistible, jalapeno slice and large white onion and our own homemade sour cream sauce.

** $11.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Vegetarian Classic

A pizza with lots of vegetables including mushrooms, onions, green peppers, black olives, and jalapeno peppers.

** $11.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Filo Toppers
Elegant heart crust and choice selection of stuffed peppers covered with smoked cheese and smothered with your choice of chicken or ground beef.

** $12.00 S $12.00 L $14.00 XL $19.00

Meat Toppers
The perfect complement to traditional meat lovers' pizza, pepperoni, ham, and sausage.

** $15.00 S $15.00 L $15.00 XL $15.00

Build Your Own Pizzas

Cheese Pizza

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>X-Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each Topper</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pizza Toppers
pepperoni, ground beef, sausage, anchovies, ham, bacon, chicken, Canadian bacon, black olive, extra sauce, mushrooms, bell peppers, pepperoni, pineapple, onions, green peppers, red peppers, broccoli, banana peppers, ripe olives, spinach, green olives, jalapenos

Grinders

Ham and Cheese
Piled high with turkey, ham, swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chicken and Cheese
Served on 8" Mukluv or bread roll.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vegeggie

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three Cheese Grill
A blend of pepperoni, ham, turkey and swiss cheese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pizza Griller
A blend of two pepperoni and one cheese.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cheese Pizza

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Topped with tomatoes, onions, green peppers and extra sauce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>6-inch</th>
<th>8-inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wings & Salads

Topper'susage of garnished and served, with your choice of chicken or salad. Lightly coated with your choice of wing sauce.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>10 wings</th>
<th>20 wings</th>
<th>50 wings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chef Salad
$5.99

Chicken Caesar Salad
$5.99

Taco Salad
$5.99

Drinks

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Diet, Bug, Root Beer, Lemonade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>12 oz can</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$4.99

Make It A Meal
Buy any pizza or grinder at the regular price and add a single order of Breadstick's and 2 sodas for only

$299

Late Night Special
Large Cheese Pizza
Breadstick's with dipping sauce

$999

After 9 p.m.
Add toppings for a little more!